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community
helpers... 

Graduation Day !

Orientation          
 Programme

Milestones passed, new things begun, 
Dreams as shining as the Sun, 
 A goal achieved, a victory won

That's graduation in DPS Vadodara!

EXAM TIME!

Offline exams were conducted for
students of Classes VI to XII after two

years!

Updates

Spring is the time of plans and projects. While March signals the close of
this session 2021-22, it also heralds the preparation for  2022-23.
Happily, knee deep, we all are, gearing up for the session to commence
while we wind off the present to be tucked away for meaningful
reference in the future.



Loves playing
Handball and

Hockey!!

Know  Your Teacher !
What is the importance of sport in our lives and what can it teach us? 

"If wealth is lost, nothing is lost, 
If health is lost, something is lost,
If character is lost, everything is

lost"

Sports play a huge role in our lives by strengthening our body, mind and
character. It gives us the mindset to overcome challenges with great
fortitude. Hence not only sport, but any physical activity I feel is necessary
for everybody. It develops your health and makes you a disciplined person.

 

Mr. Neeraj Chaturvedi

Part of the DPS Family since '03
P.E. Teacher

International Women's Day 

The most  favourite time of my life is probably from my time in the defence
services back in the day. It is where I learnt the importance of being disciplined,
focussed and hardworking. Not only did it refine my character, it also taught me
to be practical and realistic, which I feel is an indispensable part of any successful
endeavour. These values are something that I always try to teach students.

Albert Einstein was a German-born theoretical physicist, widely
acknowledged to be one of the greatest and most influential

physicists of all time. He is best known for developing the theory of
relativity, but he also made important contributions to the

development of the theory of quantum mechanics.

Albert Einstein

What is your most memorable life experience?

“The true sign of intelligence is not
knowledge but imagination."

 

"Parampara,
Prathista,

Anushasan"

14 March 1879

To all the women, who create the
foundation of every house, every society

and every civilisation, 
Happy Women's Day!

 Thank you for making the world a better
place!


